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PATIENT PRIVACY PRACTICES
The Privacy Rule was created in order to build a uniform standard for health care providers in
establishing regulatons for releasing a patentts “personal health informatonn or PHI. The Privacy Rule
centers on when healthcare providers can release PHI without patent consentt and when patent
authorizaton is required. It also details how much patent informaton should be disclosed and under what
circumstances.
Before we go into the actual Privacy laws it is important that you understand a central term in the
Privacy Regulatons. This term is “TPO”t which stands for treatment, payment, or healthcare operatons.
Whether or not a disclosure of a patentts PHI is for purposes of treatmentt paymentt or healthcare operatons
will determine if patent authorizaton is needed. If a disclosure of patent PHI is made to a third-party for
purposes of treatmentt paymentt or healthcare operatonst no patent authorizaton is required. Examples of
this type of disclosure would be those made to your billing service or those made to a specialist who is treatng
your patent. If the disclosure is for some other “non-routne” purposet then patent authorizaton is
required. An example of this type of disclosure might be for marketng or research purposes.
Our practce has developed our “Patent Privacy Policy” which details under what circumstances we
will routnely release patent informaton without a patentts prior consent (i.e. T.P.O.)t and under what
circumstances we will be required to obtain a patentts authorizaton. Please review the copy of our practcets
Privacy Policy located in the “Forms & Documents” secton of this manual and become familiar with it. A copy
of our Patien Privacy Policy musn bi providid no iach of our patiens durieg nhiir eitn visin, aed should also bi
posnid ie our lobby.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT OF OUR NOTICE OF PRIVACY PRACTICES
We are required to make a good faith efoot to obtain an individual's writen acknowledgement of receipt of
our notce of privacy practces. The purpose of this acknowledgement process is to alert patents to the
importance of our privacy notce and provide them the opportunity to discuss privacy issues with us.
This acknowledgement should be obtained at the tme of the frst service deliveryt which would generally be
when the patent arrives in your ofce for an appointment.
While the rule requires the acknowledgement to be in writngt it does not prescribe the other details such as
the form that the acknowledgement must take or the process for obtaining the acknowledgement. For
examplet all of the following methods specifcally satsfy the defniton of writen acknowledgement:




A signature on either a separate page or on a signature listt
A patent placing his or her initals on a cover sheet of the notce to be retained by the providert
An electronic acknowledgement where the patent transmits the receipt of acknowledgementt which
may not necessarily have his or her signature (this is an important point and as such a quotaton from

the fnal rule is included: Grenerallyt the privacy rule allows for electronic documents to qualify as
writen documents for purposes of meetng the rules requirements. This also applies with respect to
the notce acknowledgement. For notce delivered electronicallyt the department intends a return
receipt or other transmission from the individual to sufce as the notce acknowledgement. For notce
delivered on paper in a face-to-face encounter with the providert although it is unclear to the
Department how exactly the provider may do sot the rule does not preclude providers from obtaining
the individual's writen acknowledgments electronically. The Department cautonst howevert that the
notce acknowledgement process is intended to alert individuals to the importance of the notce and
provide them the opportunity to discuss privacy issues with their providers. To ensure that individuals
are aware of the importance of the notcet the rule requires that the individual's acknowledgement the
in writng. Thus the department would not consider a receptonists notaton in a computer system to
be an individual's writen acknowledgment.G)
If an individual refuses to sign or otherwise fails to provide an acknowledgmentt we are required to document
our good-faith eforts to obtain the acknowledgement and the reason why the acknowledgement was not
obtained. Failure to obtain an individual's acknowledgement, assuming we otherwise documented our
good faith efort, is not a violaton of the rule. For examplet there is no rule violaton if an individual refuses
to sign the acknowledgement afer they were requested to do so or if an individual is mailed the notce of
privacy policy and chooses not to mail back his or her receipt of acknowledgement.
By law of our ofce must retain acknowledgement receipts for six years from the date received. The rule does
not dictate the form in which the acknowledgments are to be saved. Although not requiredt other covered
enttes (including us)t may if they chooset require patents to provide writen consent for the use and
disclosure of protected health informaton. However we are not required to determine the restrictons on
another covered enttyts consent form before disclosing informaton to that entty for TPO purposes.
AUTHORIZATIONS
An authorizaton is a more customized document that gives covered enttes permission to use specifed PHI
for specifed purposes, which are generally other than TPO, or to disclose PHI to a third party specifed by
the individual. Please see copy of our Patent Authorizaton Form to release PHI in the “Documents & Forms”
secton of this manual. It covers only the uses and disclosures and only the PHI stpulated in the
authorizaton; it has an expiraton date; andt in some casest it also states the purpose for which the
informaton may be used or disclosed.
All covered enttest not just direct treatment providerst must obtain an authorizaton to use or disclose PHI for
these purposes. For examplet a covered entty would need an authorizaton from individuals to sell a patent
mailing listt to disclose informaton to an employer for employment decisionst or to disclose informaton for
eligibility for life insurance. A provider may have to obtain separate authorizatons from the same patent for
diferent uses or disclosures.
The privacy rule requires us to obtain authorizaton to use or disclose PHI maintained in psychotherapy notes
for treatment by persons other than the originator of the notes or for payment or for health care operatons
purposest except as specifed in the privacy rule.
An authorizaton is also required if another entty requests disclosure of PHI for TPO purposes. For examplet a
health plan seeking payment for a partcular service from a second health plant such as in coordinaton of
benefts or secondary payer situatonst may need PHI from a physician who rendered the health-care services.
In this case the provider typically has been paidt and the transacton is between the plans. Since our

disclosure is for the TPO purposes of the plant our authority to disclose PHI for TPO would not allow
disclosure. Rathert the plan would have to obtain the patent's authorizaton when requestng such a
disclosure.

ACCOUNTING FOR DISCLOSURES
When our ofce makes “non - routne” disclosures of PHI for purposes other then TPOt we need to document
those disclosures and patents have the right to obtain an accountng of them. Our documentaton of such
disclosures should include the following elements:





D – Date of Disclosure
W - Who the recipient is
W – What was disclosed
P – Purpose of the disclosure

PATIENTS ACCESS TO THEIR RECORDS
Under HIPAA, patents have the right to access their own medical records. We need to respond to their
request within 30 days. Please see our “Patent Request to View / Amend Record” form in the “Forms &
Documents” secton of this manual.
There are three optons for grantng patentts access to their medical record:
1. Allow patent to view original copy with a representatve from the practce (patents should never be
lef alone with the original record).
2. Provide a summary of the recordt if the patent agrees to it.
3. Provide a copy of the medical recordt and a reasonable fee can be charged.
Patents also have the right to request changes or amendments to their medical record. Physicians do not
have to agree to these requests to amend the recordt especially if it would make the record inaccurate.
MINIMUM NECESSARY PROVISION
HHS has declared that health care workers must take reasonable steps to limit the use or disclosure of, and
requests for Personal health informaton (PHI) to the minimum necessary to accomplish the intended
purpose. However, they are also very clear that restrictng PHI to the minimum necessary should never out
way quality of patent care. A goeat deal of discoetoo is poovided to the poovideo oo the amouot of
iofoomatoo poovided to a thiod-tpaoty wheo pateot toeatmeot aod quality of caoe is iovolved.
Whenever we deal with PHI always review and/or disclose the least informaton necessary to deliver the
highest quality care. We must determine our own standards for minimum necessary use and disclosure of
patent informaton. The privacy rule requires us to make reasonable eforts to limit uset disclosure oft and
request for protected health informaton to the minimum necessary to accomplish the intended purpose. We
have fexibility in assessing what protected health informaton is reasonably necessary for a partcular
purposet given the characteristcs of our business and work force. This is a reasonableness standard that calls

for good judgment in adhering to generally acknowledged practce standardst while trying to limit any
unnecessary sharing of medical informaton.
Exceptons to the iinimum eecessary Provision:







Disclosures to or requests by a health care provider for treatment purposes.
Disclosures to the individual who is the subject of the informaton.
Uses or disclosures made pursuant to an authorizaton requested by the individual.
Uses or disclosures required for compliance with the standardized Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) transactons.'
Disclosures to the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) when disclosure of informaton is
required under the rule for enforcement purposes.
Uses or disclosures that are required by other law (i.e Federal or State Law)

The privacy rule does not prohibit the use of sign-in sheetst but it is generally recommended that the reason
for the patents visit not be included on the sign-in sheet.
Keep in mind that nothing in the Privacy Rule prevents you from discussing its concerns with the person
making the requestt and negotatng an informaton exchange that meets the needs of both partes. If you
have real concern about a requestt contact our Compliance Ofcer. The most difcult situatons are when a
non-routne disclosure is needed. As a general rulet these special situatons should be discussed with our
HIPAA Compliance Ofcer. In these cases we want to be especially vigilant that we determine and limit
disclosure to only the minimum amount of PHI necessary to accomplish the purpose of the non-routne
disclosure.
We must evaluate our practce and enhance protectons as needed to prevent unnecessary or inappropriate
access to PHI. If you have any suggestons as to how we can beter limit access to and disclosure of our
patent informaton please bring this informaton to our HIPAA Compliance Ofcer. The minimum necessary
standard is intended to refect and be consistent witht not overridet professional judgment and standards.
Please keep in mind that we want to appropriately limit access to personal health informaton without
sacrifcing the quality of health care that we ofer.
COMMON MINIMUM NECESSARY QUESTIONS
MEDICAL RESIDENTS, MEDICAL STUDENTS, NURSING STUDENTS AND OTHER MEDICAL TRAINEES
The minimum necessary requirements do not prohibit medical residentst medical studentst nursing studentst
and other medical trainees from accessing patents' medical informaton in the course of their training. The
defniton of Ghealth care operatonsG in the rule provides for Gconductng training programs in which studentst
traineest or practtoners in areas of health care learn under supervision to practce or improve their skills as
health care providers.G
THIRD PARTIES
The minimum necessary concept does not need to be applied to disclosures to third partes that are
authorized by an individualt unless the authorizaton was requested by a covered entty for its own purposes.
The Privacy Rule exempts from the minimum necessary requirements most uses or disclosures that are
authorized by an individual. This includes authorizatons covered enttes may receive directly from third
partest such as lifet disabilityt or casualty insurers pursuant to the patent's applicaton for or claim under an
insurance policy.

DISCLOSURES TO FEDERAL AND STATE AGENCIES
We are not required to make a minimum necessary determinaton to disclose to federal or state agenciest
such as the Social Security Administraton (SSA) or its afliated state agencies or for individuals' applicatons
for federal or state benefts. These disclosures must be authorized by an individual andt thereforet are exempt
from the minimum necessary requirements.
DISCLOSURE OF AN ENTIRE MEDICAL RECORD
HHS has said that the Privacy Rule does not prohibit uset disclosuret or requests of an entre medical record.
As with all of our policies the balance is to keep the patents health care utmost in your mind while at the
same tme divulging the minimum informaton about the patent that is necessary for their best care. HSS has
also said that a covered entty may uset discloset or request an entre medical record without a case-by-case
justfcaton. If the covered entty has documented in its policies and procedures that the entre medical record
is the amount reasonably necessary for certain identfed purposes.
STAFF ACCESS & MINIMUM NECESSARY
It is important that you are aware of those persons or classes of person in our workforce that need to see the
entre medical record and the conditonst if anyt that are appropriate for such access. We mustt whenever
possiblet restrict access to all or part of a patentts medical record if it is not necessary for an employee to
complete their job dutes. The Rule says that the basic standard for minimum necessary uses requires that
covered enttes make reasonable eforts to limit access to PHI to those in the workforce that need access
based on their roles in the covered entty.
In this lightt HHS has said that we should take into account our ability to confgure our record systems to
allow access to only certain feldst and the practcality of organizing systems to allow this capacity. HHS have
said that it may not be reasonable for a small, solo practtoner with largely paper-based records system, to
limit access to certain employees. Alternatvelyt a hospital with an electronic patent record system may
reasonably implement such controlst and thereforet may choose to limit access in this manner to comply with
the rule. This is what is meant by reasonable eforts.
MISC.
Regarding patent medical charts at bedsidet empty prescripton vialst X-ray light boards HHS has indicated
that specifc workplace practces need to remain as they have been developed over the years in order to
maintain proper patent care and reasonable workfow. The minimum necessary standards do not prohibit us
from maintaining patent medical charts at bedside, nor do they require that we shred empty prescripton
vials, or require that X-ray light boards be isolated.

ORAL COMMUNICATIONS
As mentoned earlier in this manualt HHS has stated that the Privacy Rule applies to individually identfable
health informaton in all forms, electronic, writen, oral, and any other. Coverage of oral (spoken)
informaton ensures that informaton retains protectons when discussed or read aloud from a computer
screen or a writen document.
Basic Rules for Oral Communicatons about Patent Health Records


We are required to reasonably safeguard Personal health informaton (PHI)t including oral
informatont from any intentonal or unintentonal use or disclosure that is in violaton of the Privacy









rule. The rules of oral communicaton basically are the same as those of writen communicaton. You
should always use the minimum necessary informaton for best health care.
In partculart with oral communicatonst we require that our employees be discrete when talking to or
about patents. Be aware of who is in the areat who could listen in. Because we discuss health care
issues all dayt it may be easy to assume a patent is not private about this informaton. Always assume
the patent wants the minimum number of ears to hear the minimum necessary informaton about
their health care. Againt the minimum necessary standard does not apply to disclosurest including
oral disclosurest among providers for treatment purposes.
GReasonably safeguardG means that you must make reasonable eforts to prevent uses and disclosures
not permited by the rule. Howevert HHS does not expect reasonable safeguards to guarantee the
privacy of PHI from any and all potental risks. HHS has said that in determining whether a covered
entty has provided reasonable safeguardst the Department will take into account all the
circumstancest including the potental efects on patent care and the fnancial and administratve
burden of any safeguards. Remembert balance privacy with patent care.
It is important that all our employees interactng with patents speak quietly when discussing a
patent's conditon with family members in a waitng room or other public areat and avoid speaking
about patents in public hallways and elevators. Protecton of patent confdentality is an important
part of our practce.
If the patent or others has difculty hearing or exhibits other communicaton problemst take them to a
private area when discussing health informaton. There is nothing more embarrassing to a patent than
to be walking out of a crowded waitng room and have the nurse talking about their treatment or
medicatons. It is not only embarrassingt now it is illegal.

Talking to other Providers and Patents
The Privacy Rule is not intended to prohibit providers from talking to each other and to their patents. The
rule only requires covered enttes to implement reasonable (there's that word again) safeguards that
refect 'their partcular circumstances and exemptng treatment disclosures from certain requirements are
intended to ensure that providers' primary consideraton is the appropriate treatment of their patents.


HHS has also said that they also understand that overheard communicatons are unavoidable. For
examplet in a busy emergency roomt it may be necessary for providers to speak loudly in order to
ensure appropriate treatment. The Privacy Rule is not intended to prevent this appropriate
behavior.

Calling out Patent names
Calling out a patentts name in a waitng room is allowed.
Private Rooms and Soundproof Walls
The Privacy Rule does not require hospitals and physicians' ofces to be retroftedt to provide private
roomst and soundproof walls to avoid any possibility that a conversaton is overheard. As you work around
the ofcet you should make yourself aware of the level of voice that is needed to maintain privacy in
diferent areas of the ofce.
Once again reasonable safeguards are appropriate. The rule does not require that all risk be eliminated to
satsfy this standard.

Patent access to oral informaton
HHS has said that covered enttes do not need to provide patents access to oral informaton. The Privacy
Rule requires covered enttes to provide individuals with access to PHI about themselves that is contained
in their "designated record sets." The term GrecordG in the term Gdesignated record setG does not include oral
informaton; rathert it connotes informaton that has been recorded in some manner.
We do not have to document ALL oral communicatons
If the oral communicatons you are giving are relevant to any disclosures signed by the patent or if they
have anything to do with following The Privacy Rule, or if they can be used in patent care, we recommend
that you document this in the patent's records. Once again we strive to provide the best patent care without
wastng tme documentng events or actons that will not help the patent.

BUSINESS ASSOCIATES
HHS' defniton of a Business Associate





A business associate is a person or entty who provides certain functons, actvites, or services
for or to a covered entty, involving the use and/or disclosure of PHI.
A business associate is not a member of the health care providert health plant or other covered .
entty's workforce.
A health care providert health plant or other covered entty can also be a business associate to
another covered entty.
The rule includes exceptons. The business associate requirements do not apply to covered
enttes who disclose PHI to providers for treatment purposes - for examplet informaton
exchanges between a hospital and physicians with admitng privileges at the hospital.

In allowing providers and plans to give Personal health informaton (PHI) to "business associates," the
Privacy Rule conditons such disclosures on the provider or plan obtaining, typically by contract,
satsfactory assurances that the business associate will:
1. Use the informaton only for the purposes for which they were engaged by the covered entty.
2. Safeguard the informaton from misuse.
3. Help the covered entty comply with the covered entty's dutes to provide individuals with access to
health informaton about them and a history of certain disclosures (e.g.t if the business associate
maintains the only copy of informatont it must promise to cooperate with the covered entty to
provide individuals access to informaton upon request).
HHS has stressed that PHI may be disclosed to a business associate only to help the providers and plans
carry out their health care functons - not for independent use by the business associate. If you have any
questons about whether a partcular business associate of ours is properly contracted under the HIPAA
rulest please contact the Compliance Ofcer. We have a GBusiness Associates PHI Privacy AgreementG that
should be used in situatons where required.

Business Associates have more narrow provisions of Rule
Our contract with business associates covers a set of contractual obligatons far narrower than the
provisions of the rulet to protect informaton generally and help us comply with our obligatons under the
rule. The Privacy Rule does not Gpass throughG its requirements to business associates or otherwise cause
business associates to comply with the terms of the rule. For examplet HHS has said that we do not need
to ask their business associates to agree to appoint privacy ofcert or develop policies and procedures for
use and disclosure of PHI.
Our Liability for business associates violatons of the Privacy Rule
HHS has said that a health care providert health plant or other covered entty is not liable for privacy
violatons of a business associate. We are not required to actvely monitor or oversee the means by which
the business associate carries out safeguards or the extent to which the business associate abides by the
requirements of the contract. Because businesses by law are specifcally covered by the Rulet business
associate's violaton of the terms of the contract does nott in and of itselft consttute a violaton of the rule
by our practce. Under our contractt business associates must advise us when violatons have occurred. If
we become aware of a patern or practce of a business associate that consttutes a material breach or
violaton of that business associate's obligatons under our contractt we are required by HHS to take
Greasonable stepsG to cure the breach or to end the violaton.

PARENTS & MINORS
The Privacy Rule provides individuals with certain rights with respect to their personal health informaton,
including the right to obtain access to and to request amendment of health informaton about themselves.
These rights rest with that individual, or with the "personal representatve" of that individual. In general, a
person's right to control Personal health informaton (PHI) is based on that person's right (under state or
other applicable law, e.g., tribal or military law) to control the health care itself.
The concepts below will give you excellent guidance regarding confdental relatonships and parents or
guardians. If you fnd yourself in a situaton where you are not sure as to the PHI you should divulge to a
parentt guardian or childt please check with our Compliance Ofcer.
Because a parent usually has authority to make health care decisions about his or her minor child, a parent
is generally a "personal representatve" of his or her minor child under the Privacy Rule and has the right to
obtain access to health informaton about his or her minor child. This would also be true in the case of a
guardian or other person actng in loco pariets of a minor.
There are exceptons in which a parent might not be the Gpersonal representatveG with respect to certain
health informaton about a minor child. In the following situatonst the Privacy Rule defers to
determinatons under other law that the parent does not control the minor's health care decisions andt thust
does not control the PHI related to that care.


When state or other law does not require consent of a parent or other person before a minor can
obtain a partcular health care servicet and the minor consents to the health care servicet the
parent is not the minor's personal representatve under the Privacy Rule. For examplet when a
state law provides an adolescent the right to consent to mental health treatment without the
consent of his or her parentt and the adolescent obtains such treatment without the consent of the
parentt the parent is not the personal representatve under the Privacy Rule for that treatment. The



minor may choose to involve a parent in these health care decisions without giving up his or her
right to control the related health informaton. Of courset the minor may always have the parent
contnue to be his or her personal representatve even in these situatons.
When a court determines or other law authorizes someone other than the parent to make treatment
decisions for a minort the parent is not the personal representatve of the minor for the relevant
services. For examplet courts may grant authority to make health care decisions for the minor to
an adult other than the parentt to the minort or' the court may make the decision(s) itself. In order
to not undermine these court decisionst the parent is not the personal representatve under the
Privacy Rule in these circumstances.

In the following situatonst the Privacy Rule refects current professional practce in determining that the
parent is not the minor's personal representatve with respect to the relevant PHI:




When a parent agrees to a confdental relatonship between the minor and the physiciant the
parent does not have access to the health informaton related to that conversaton or relatonship.
For examplet if a physician asks the parent of a 16-year old if the physician can talk with the child
confdentally about a medical conditon and the parent agreest the parent would not control the
PHI that was discussed during that confdental conference.
When a physician (or other covered entty) reasonably believes in his or her professional judgment that
the child has been or may be subjected to abuse or neglectt or that treatng the parent as the child's
personal representatve could endanger the childt the physician may choose not to treat the parent as
the personal representatve of the child.

State Laws
In additon to the provisions (described above) tying the right to control informaton to the right to control
treatmentt the Privacy Rule also states that it does not preempt state laws that specifcally address
disclosure of health informaton about a minor to a parent (§ 160.202). This is true whether the state law
authorizes or prohibits such disclosure.
Parental Consent
The Privacy Rule addresses access to health informatont not the underlying treatment. The Rule does not
address consent to treatmentt nor does it preempt or change state or other laws that address consent to
treatment.
Emergency medical care without a parent's consent
Even though a parent does not provide consent to treatment in an emergency medical situatont under the
Privacy Rulet the parent would stll be the child's personal representatve. This would not be so only when
the minor provided consent (and no other consent is required) or the treatng physician suspects abuse or
neglect or reasonably believes that releasing the informaton to the parent will endanger the child.

PATIENT BILLING & PAYMENTS
In order to understand the Privacy Rule as it pertains to patent paymentst we frst must give the HHS
defniton of payment. "Paymeot" is a defoed teom that eocompasses the vaoious actvites of health caoe
poovideos to obtaio paymeot oo be oeimbuosed foo theio seovices aod foo a health plao to obtaio poemiums,
to fulfll theio coveoage oespoosibilites aod poovide beoefts uodeo the plao, aod to obtaio oo poovide
oeimbuosemeot foo the poovisioo of health caoe. In additon to the general defnitont the Privacy Rule
provides examples of common payment actvites which includet but are not limited to:






Determining eligibility or coverage under a plan and adjudicatng claims;
Risk adjustments;
Billing and collecton actvites;
Reviewing health care services for medical necessityt coveraget justfcaton of chargest and the like; *
Utlizaton review actvites; and
Disclosures to consumer reportng agencies (limited to specifed identfying informaton about the
individualt his or her payment historyt and identfying informaton about the covered entty).

HHS has said that as provided for by the Privacy Rule, our practce may use and disclose Personal health
informaton (PHI) for payment purposes.
Consumer Credit Reportng Agencies
The Privacy Rule's defniton of GpaymentG includes disclosures to consumer reportng agencies. These
disclosurest howevert are limited to the following PHI about the individual: name and address; date of birth;
social security number; payment history; and account number.

Debt Collecton Agencies
The Privacy Rule permits our practce to use the services of debt collecton agencies. Debt collecton is
recognized as a payment actvity within the GpaymentG defniton. Disclosures to collecton agencies under a
business associate agreement are governed by other provisions of the rulet and the minimum necessary
requirements.
Locaton informaton services of collecton agencies and the Fair Debt Collecton Practces Act
As described abovet GPaymentG is broadly defned as actvites by health plans or health care providers to
obtain premiums or obtain or provide reimbursements for the provision of health care. The actvites specifed
are by way of example and are not intended to be an exclusive listng. Billingt claims managementt collecton
actvitest and related data processing are expressly included in the defniton of Gpayment”.
HHS has stated that obtaining informaton about the locaton of the individual is a routne actvity to facilitate
the collecton of amounts owed and the management of accounts receivable. Thereforet would consttute a
payment actvity. We would stll have to comply with any limitatons placed on locaton informaton services
by the Fair Debt Collecton Practces Act.

Acknowledgement of Receipt of Notce of Privacy Practces
Practce Name:

Abundant Health Family Practce

Contact Person: JoAnnete Simper

Contact Phone, Email and Fax: asimper@abundanthealthfp.com 520-326-1457 fax: 520-326-1464
eotce to Patent:
We are required to provide you with a copy of our eotce of Privacy Practcest which states how we may use
and/or disclose your health informaton.
Our Ofce Policies contains important informaton regarding paymentt insurancet collectonst cancellatonst
returnst refunds and other important informaton.
By signing this formt I acknowledge that I have received a copy of this ofcets eotce of Privacy Practcest and
Ofce Policies. You may refuse to sign this acknowledgmentt if you wish.
Patent eame / Relatonship: _____________________________________________________________
Print your eame: _______________________________________________________________________
Signature: ____________________________________________________________________________
Date: ________________________________
Foo Ofce Use Ooly
We have made every efort to obtain writen acknowledgment of receipt of our eotce of Privacy Policies from
this patent but it could not be obtained because:
___ The Patent refused to sign

___ We were not able to communicate with the Patent

___ Due to an emergency situaton it was not possible to obtain a signature
Other (please provide details): ____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Employee Signature: ________________________________________ Date: ____________________

